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I'd like to preface this with the fact that I don't really consider this a *bad* game, as I can see the potential.. but unfortunately
steam doesn't allow Neutral reviews still

First off, this game is nowhere near as good length wise as the first game.. but I can tell that there's somewhat of a reason for
that, as I think the author has made it quite broad.. there are lots of different possibilities as to how your imported save can have
turned out, and if I'm correct, I believe it lets you play out all of them.. though it does at the start rejig your stats back to bases a
little sadly, and has changed a few things compared to the ending text of the first one

I believe that's partly why it's so short.. it lacks in length, but I suspect it has lots of breadth

If you're the type of person who played these games multiple times to try all different kind of endings, I think you will likely be
quite happy with this one, as it will let you continue on all of those adventures and see all the different paths

If you tend to prefer just playing through once or twice, I feel you might not be getting as much out of it unfortunately

While I did like it a little as a continuation, I did feel the writing wasn't quite as good as the first one, possibly just because of
the ambitious attempt at a fully branching story. I think the more tighter path of the first one worked more to their favour

All in all, I think it's a lot weaker than the first, which I truly enjoyed, but I wouldn't consider this was a vital addition to the
series. I was pretty satisfied with how the first game ended up. I'd like to preface this with the fact that I don't really consider
this a *bad* game, as I can see the potential.. but unfortunately steam doesn't allow Neutral reviews still
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